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Not appreciating the subtle differences between words like - sarcastic and sardonic, 
ironical, cynical,... (the list goes on), many threaten your chances of a high score in R.C. 
(especially in inferential and true tone passages). 

The beauty of English gets more enhanced if understood in the right perspective. On the 
other hand, one word misunderstood many stand you in for a comical interpretation of a 
serious passage. The 'Vocabulary for R.C. 'section becomes a unique section, as it tries to 
encompass a kaleidoscope of tones, moods, opinions, characteristics, analogies which have 
statistically found a higher representation in the R.C. passages of management entrance 
exams. 

Anarchist : A person who does not believe in any kind of system, law and 
order, governance and goes an extra mile to prove his view on 
political disorder. 

Agnostic : A person who is unsure of the existence of God. Unlike atheists 
he is a little flexible with respect to his belief about God, but 
still unsure. 

Atheism/atheist : A belief in the non-existence of God. 

Authoritarian : A person following complete obedience to authority. Hitler is a 
good example of the kind. 
Example : The authoritarian regime of Taliban finally met 

its  nemesis. 

Analytical : Characterized by logical and reasonable basis. Analytically 
sound managers - need of the hour. 

Critic : A person who shows faults in something and usually expresses 
a base/low opinion.  
Example :  Saurav Ganguly's critics have suddenly found a 

new voice, after his litany of failures with short-         
   pitch ball. A person who judges the quality of 

something especially works of art, literature, 
music, etc.  

Example :  He is a music critic, i.e. he judges 
music. 

Callous : Having or showing no sympathy for other people's feelings or 
suffering.  
Example :  A callous disregard for the feeling of others. 

Bacchanalian : Orgy; referred to a festival which was celebrated with dancing, 
song and revelry. 
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Blasphemy : The act of insulting or showing contempt or lack of 
reverence towards  God. 
Example : Blasphemy and independent thinking are very 

often confused. 

Empiricism : The practice of relying on observation and experiment 
especially in the natural sciences.  
A theory that all knowledge originates in experience.  
Example : An empirical analysis of the situation yields 

different results. 
Critical  : It means indicating faults in someone. 
(for somebody/ The jehadis were quite critical of Pakistan supporting US      
something)  against  Afghanistan. 

Critique :  Critical analysis 
Example:        Presented in this column is a critique of the 

govt's economic policies. 

Cynic : A person who believe that people do not do things for good, 
sincere or noble reasons, but only for their own advantage: 
concerned only  with one's own interests.  
Example :      
Example : 

 Stop giving these cynical smiles .
Women in Afghanistan had over a period time 
started viewing the cynical Taliban regime with 
much  apprehension. 

Example : His adventurism was very close to being termed 
as a cynical disregard for the safety of others. 

Contemplative : Pondering over or considering thoughtfully. 
Example :   Contemplate changing careers. 

Commendation : Praise or approval. 

Castigating : To chastise, punish or to criticize severely. 
Example :  Hansie Cronje's castigation by the sports media. 

Disparagement : The art or process of speaking in a belittling way; decrying, or 
reducing someone in rank or esteem. 
Example :  Disparaging someone's character or achievements. 

Disinterested (noun) : Freedom from bias or self-interest, impartiality 
Example : A disinterested act of kindness. Different from 

uninterested being without an interest. 

Disillusion (ed) : To destroy the but mistaken beliefs or ideals. 
Example :  Disillusioned voters want an alternative to the 

two parties. 

Disingenuous : Not straightforward; crafty. 

Exploratory : To investigate systematically; to examine. 
Example :  Explore every suggestion given. 
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Ecclesiastical : Of or relating to a church, as an organized institution. 
Example :  The period witnessed strong anti-ecclesiastical 

view from the masses. 

Eclectic : Selecting what appears to be the best form diverse sources 
systems, or  styles. An eclectic approach. 
Example :  Different from the non-holistic: emphasizing the 

importance or the whole and the 
interdependence of  its parts. 

Frivolous : Something which demands lesser important or someone who is 
lacking in seriousness. 
Example :  The Zimbabweans are not frivolous when it 

comes to  playing them in their own soil. 

Indignation : Anger aroused by something unjust, unworthy, or mean. 
Example :      Kapil Dev's indignation is just. 

Inquisitive : Someone who has the propensity to ask questions. 
Example :   My first class in the college saw many inquisitive 

students trying to unnerve me. 

Ironic : Something which happens in the opposite way to what 
expected and   often causes amusement because of this. 
Example : It is ironic that he died of AIDS, though he was 

the one  who discovered the first AIDS vaccine. 

Myth : It is something untrue. 

Mystify : To puzzle someone/something. 

Morose : Unhappy and bad tempered; but not saying 
much. Example: Morose mannerisms. 

Moron  : A very stupid person. 

Misnomer : A wrong use of a name, word or description. 

Example :       To call CAT exam, a catwalk would be a misnomer. 

Mystic : Something/someone which has a hidden meaning or spiritual 
power  and arouses feeling of deep respect; and wonder.  
Example :      Mystical writings. 

Mysticism : To believe that knowledge of God and a real truth may 
be reached by  directing one's mind through spiritual insight.
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TYPES OF SPEAKERS 

Banal : 

Cogent : 

A person whose speech is dull, flat, boring, unimaginative 

A person who can express his views brilliantly & 

convincingly 

Garrulous : 

Grandiloquent : 

Inarticulate  : 

Laconic  : 

Loquacious  : 

Taciturn  : 

Verbose  :  

Ventriloquist : 

Voluble  : 

Vociferous  : 

Magniloquent : 

Eloquent  : 

Soporific  : 

Egotist  : 

Soliloquist  : 

A person who goes on speaking a lot, all meaningless 

A person who always uses heavy words
A person who is very awkward while speaking 

A person saying few words full of deep meaning 

A person who speaks just too much, quantity wise 

An extremely quite person speaking very little Syn : Reticent/ 

Reserved/Close- lipped 

A person who repeats the same idea again and again 

A person who can throw his voice creating an illusion that it is 

coming from another source 

A very fluent and rapid speaker 

A very noisy speaker 

A person who talks big 

A person who uses great, artistic or emotional language 

A person whose speech puts the audience to sleep. 

A person who constantly boasts of his own achievements. 

A person talking to oneself. 

JARGONS 

These lists will  help you remember groups of words and their interconnections. This will 

help you solve questions based on verbal analogies etc. 

1) Words Related to law:
admonition, evidence, prosecution, advocate, forgery, reprieve, allege, gibbet, scourage,
attorney, incarceration, scoundrel, barrister, indictment, sentences, borstal, judicial,
surety, circumstantial, culpable, perjury, vault, culprit

2) Words related to death:
bier, decease, requiem, burial, epitaph, rites, cenotaph, obituary

3) Words related to Human Nature:
arrogant, foppish, obsequious, beneficients, garrulous, peculiar, benefactor, haughty,
propensity, benevolent, impudent, reckless,  courteous, insolent, rogue, cringing,
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knave,  sheer, dauntless, malevolent, sober, deficient,  malicious, suave, enthusiastic. 
Mendacious,  taunt, finical, obstinate, tantalise 

4) Words related to Energy and Electricity:
aerial, crystal, galena, atmospheric, detector,  insulate, battery, distortion, leads, bias,
ebonite, neutralise, capacity, emitter, oscillate, phenomenon, circuit, energy, condenser,
ether, radiating, current, frequency, radio, receiver. Telephone, sensitiveness,

5) Words related to Automobile:
accelerator, differential, piston, armature, dynamo, radiator, axle, exhaust, silencer,
sparking plug, bonnet, gear, bearings, generator, sump, carburetor, ignition, switch,
clutch, induction, tyres, cylinder, magneto,  valves, decarbonise, petrol, windscreen

6) Words Related to Games and Entertainment:
aquatic, cycling, rehearsal, arena, hockey, sculling, athletics, opera, tennis, chess,
pantomime, theatre, croquet, regatta, whistle

7) Words Related to Geography:
agriculture, frigid, plantation, arable, frontier, sedimentary, atoll, furrow, solar, barrier,
glade, survey, cascade, insular, swamp, climate, inundation, temperature, confluence,
irrigation, tornado, continent, knoll, torrential, contour, mound, tillage, crater, meteor,
typhoon, configuration, monsoon, vegetation, cyclone, oasis, verdure, eclipse,
peninsular, zephyr, expanse, planetary, zone

8) Words related to Aviation:
accessory, aviation, monoplane, aerodrome, aviator, propeller, aeroplane, hydroplane,
pancake, rigid, skid, volplane, rudder, stunt

9) Words related to Metallurgy:
amalgam, filament, platinum, brazen, flux, radium, copra, galvanise, shellac, concrete,
kiln, solder, ductile, mercury, tenacious, ebonite, nickel

10) Words Related to Age and History :
antecedent, octogenarian, epoch, anterior, era, perpetual, anniversary, evanescent, prior,
antique, jubilee, senile, centenary, simultaneous, matinee, chronometer, nonturnal,
sycnhronise, contemporary, oblivion, ultimate, ephemeral

11) Words Related to Shipping :
angler, freight, scupper, auxiliary, funnel, scuttle, berth, gear, sloop, bilge, keel, splice,
bulkhead, mariner, startboard, bulwark, motor, stowaway, bunkers, naval, tackle, buoy,
navigable, tarpaulin in, butt, nautical, tempest, canvas, pilot, towboat, chronometer,
pirate, turbine, damage, quarantine, ventilator, derelict, rocket, veer, draught, saloon,
wreckage, eddy, salvage, wrack, flare

12) Words Related to Arms and Ammunition:
ammunition, knobkerrie, scimitar,  bludgeon, knout, sheath, carbine, missile, sheathe,
corslet, munitions, shrapnel, dynamite,  poniard, visor, gully, quarrel
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13) Words related to Battle and Warfare:
adversary, dispatch, organise, armistice, enrolment, parley, assault, equipment,
preliminary, belligerent, reinforcement, escort, casualty, reverberating, havoc,
censor, hazard, revolution, cipher,  indecisive, scheme, code, convoy, massacre,
sniper, conscription, mutineer, strategic, decipher, mutual, strategic, declaration,
neutral, violation, despatch, opponent

14) Words Related to Navy:
admiralty, explosive, squadron, arsenal, magazine, submarine, artificer, monitor,
submerge, boastswain, naval, submersion,  camouflage, pinnacle, torpedo, cruiser,
privateer, turret

15) Words Related to Food and Cookery:
abattoir, essence, quail, albumen, farina,  raisin, appetiser, frugal, relish, banquet,
gammon, refrigerator, beverage, giblet, salad,  caterer, gluttonous, sauce, cheddar,
griskin,  sausage, cocoa, intestine, spice, cinnamon, kidney, sponge, crumpet, knead,
sumptuous, condensed, mace, steak, chutney, maize,  slaughter, cutlet, mustard, tallow,
chopper, nutriment, teal, cleaver, nitrogenous, tongue, cruet, offal, unleavened, culinary,
palatable, vanilla, curry, prince, Vienna, dough, porridge, vegetables, dessert, pudding,
viands, diet, preserve, victuals, digestible, provisions, vinegar
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